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Abstract

The controversy on dental occlusion has been an issue since the time dentistry was born. No other definition has been studied and written most then that regarding occlusion. With no doubt, initially, “occlusion” was seen as the result of technical and biomechanical applications: a static relationship of contact between two dental or prosthetic arches. Studies on anatomy of the dental arches and physiology of the stomatognathic system, have contributed to understanding how occlusion develops in a unique fashion for each individual. Nevertheless it's only with the study of the function of the stomatognathic system, along with progress in the development of new diagnostic technological instruments, that we can finally add precious information for a new, more modern definition of dental occlusion.

Specifying an ideal occlusion is important because we can extrapolate precious information that could be applied when creating our smiles. The therapeutic information we gather comes as a result from what we define as a malocclusion and it’s comparison to an ideal occlusion. Our ultimate goal, be it in general prosthetics or orthodontics, is to get as close as possible to achieving an ideal occlusion.

Introduction

Many efforts have been made to define an ideal occlusion as well as a malocclusion. The fact is that, if we define and speculate on what a malocclusion is, we will get closer to understanding the hidden keys that lie in an ideal occlusion. This is the reason why many publications are about malocclusion even if we do not all agree on what a good occlusion really is. The classification of malocclusions for orthodontists has had them linked to the idea that anything far from a Class I Angle occlusion, and without even one of the six keys of occlusion as stated by Andrews, by end of treatment, is a malocclusion [1, 2]. This mechanical approach does have some obvious benefits for the orthodontist, but it lacks the fundamentals needed to describe occlusion as the final tooth contact of a complex movement of the mandible as it ascends to the upper maxilla. Defining what a good Centric Occlusion is, is definitely not the key to understand if occlusion is a functional occlusion. Centric Occlusion is a static representation of maximum intercusption and not necessarily represents a good starting point for oral and TMJ functions. The TMJ and muscles do adjust and adapt to changes in dental occlusion for a variety of reasons, such as loss of teeth or decrease in vertical dimension due to tooth wear. This means that the position of CO changes over time, from childhood with the development of dental arches, to adulthood, when other factors linked with age are present.

The ideal occlusion

The ideal occlusion must be a functional occlusion in order to respect function of the TMJ. Research from Gaudy clearly shows that the Temporalis, the Masseter and the Pterygoideus muscles have all direct anatomical connections with the articular disk [3]. This means that when we are including the preservation of TMJ function as one of our objectives for the definition of a functional occlusion, we must include the correct function of the muscles attached to the articular disk. These muscles actively participate in the process of adaptation to the changes that occur on occlusion over time, and until they are not overloaded in their duties, they will preserve a good function of the TMJ and the articular disk. The CNS (Central Nervous System) receives afferent inputs by the intra-oral receptors as well as from the TMJ. Once overload for compensation of malocclusion is present, these muscles will start to show signs of fatigue and can alert with exerting pain[4]. This threshold for pain varies in the same individual over time and is linked to biological and anatomical tolerance. An example could be a patient that has never exhibited pain in the TMJ, but the loss of vertical dimension due to posterior loss of a lower molar suddenly results in continuous pain of the joints. The biological and anatomical tolerance of the individual has kept this patient asymptomatic until the anatomic structure has failed to the point where any compensation from the neuromuscular system is impossible. This range of biological and anatomical tolerance is a key factor for the understanding what a functional occlusion is. In fact, if we imagine an individual with a large range of tolerance, we should expect that a functional occlusion would be that of an occlusion with no TMJ symptoms and good muscle function. If now, for some reason, this range of tolerance diminishes for an acute mental depression, wouldn't the occlusion be the same even if the patient is now symptomatic? This is the reason why we need
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to try to identify very specific factors of our ideal occlusion in order to get as close as possible to an ideal functional occlusion. Pin pointing the characteristics of an ideal functional occlusion seems like a logical process that involves quality for functions of the stomatognathic system.

Muscles and malocclusion

The Masseter, Temporalis and Pterygoideus all participate to mandibular movements. As said above, these muscles are all connected to the particular disk [3]. Surface electromyography has been used for years to assess muscle output and to study the activity of most muscles of mastication [5-11]. This technique is generally used to evaluate the Masseter, Digastricus, Temporalis and Sternocleidomastoideus muscles during mandibular movements and mandibular rest position. It has been observed that in a statistical relevant number of patients with Temporo-Mandibular Disorder (TMD), overall muscle output during rest position of the mandible is over normal limits. That is, patients with TMD usually have a higher output when muscles are at rest [12]. This is due to the fact that the postural compensation to malocclusion is an effort the muscles exhibit with increase of output to and over a physiological limit. The musculoskeletal system reacts as a protection system to any threat to its own integrity. Another reason for which Surface Electromyography (SEMG) has become popular among researchers is that there is an overall agreement that muscle function of the mandibular postural muscles should be balanced in a normal individual. A unilateral cross-bite will exhibit, during clench, a cross pattern of the total muscle output when muscle groups are compared [13-15]. Various other signs of malocclusion and alteration of head posture can relate to unbalanced muscle SEMG [13, 16, 17]. The sequence of activation during initial tooth contact is another factor studied in SEMG. As the mandible closes, bringing the dental arches to occlusion, any premature dental contact will activate a certain muscle sequence thus leading the dentist to identify the sector or specific tooth responsible of the muscle reaction [18]. The incisor reflex is well avoided where possible, in most malocclusions, resulting in the over-activation of specific mandibular postural muscles during rest position, in order to obtain a “starting point” far from any closing trajectory that would lead to incisor premature contact.

The compensation of malocclusion which results in an adaptive mandibular rest position (AMR or HRP, habitual rest position) will usually secure a close to normal free-way space (1-3mm.) and a trajectory to closure, to CO, with the lowest waist of energy. It would be illogical for the Central Nervous System (CNS) not to compensate the mandibular rest position for a certain malocclusion. This is well known by the orthodontist when he observes a well-compensated skeletal Class III with dental Class I occlusion: the postural adaptation of the head, extension in this case, favors a mandibular trajectory of closure that will avoid as much as possible anterior premature tooth contact. This postural adaptation is the result of a retruded mandible, with the condyle usually located distally and upward in the fossa. Lower arch crowding with linguized incisors is the result of anterior premature contacts.

In Class II occlusal patients we can experience other factors of compensation. Deep-bite and excess over-jet (OJ) may usually show increased freeway space during HRP. A closer look at the shapes of the dental arches will show an excess curve of Spee that accommodates the tongue bilaterally. Interesting to say, that the resulting free-way space between the tongue and upper arch is often about 2mm. with the tongue acting like an artificial bite. The consequence of excess OJ is an abnormal swallow pattern in which the patient does not come to CO during deglutition but swallows with tongue between the teeth.

All orthodontists have experienced TMJ sounds of some patients at end of treatment that were not present with the initial malocclusion. No orthodontic treatment can be perfect to pin point the ideal occlusion in all of its peculiarity, but avoiding to acknowledge the changing trend in treatment planning and gnathology, may lead the orthodontist to continue to treat their patients mechanically and without respect of function.

Functional occlusion

Besides the characteristics most orthodontists believe are important for a good occlusion, that is, OJ-OB-Curve of Spee and Wilson, occlusion Class, disclosure and canine guidance, we must add more information to define a functional occlusion, which is far from any static description of it. Dynamic representation of mandibular movements with Mandibular Kinesiographs (CMS, computerized mandibular scanning) has disclosed some precious information regarding function of the stomatognathic system. There is no doubt that this inestimable information has been ignored by dentists for quite some time. As CMS made the way in Dental Faculties over the world, the scientific community started to add and somewhat change their knowledge on occlusion.

The anatomy of the dental arches requires an helicoidal plane of occlusion [19], perhaps this view of the anatomic relation of the dental arches is sufficient to undermine any pure mechanical interpretation of occlusion. This is because an helicoidal development of the dental arches is the evolutionary result specific functions, swallow, mastication and tooth wear [20]. In order to satisfy the functional demand of the masticatory system, teeth, muscles and TMJ accommodate into their range of tolerance. Each single component participates to the requests from the CNS to maintain basic functions as swallow, speech and mastication. This accommodative response is the answer to the alteration of the ideal relationship between the upper maxilla and the mandible. The result is what we see more easily, that is, a malocclusion. We are focusing on one element of our chain and forgetting to focus on the other elements that also participate to this compensation, TMJ and muscles.

Every component of this chain, TMJ-muscles-teeth, has different limits of adaptation, of tolerance. Some patients will exhibit TMJ pain while others may break teeth or crowns and some may just have crooked teeth. Generally, the locus minoris resistentialis fails first because it has a smaller range of tolerance. Deep-bite patients with large condyles and condylar fossa have usually a large range of tolerance when compared to open-bite patients, with little free-
way space and thin condyles. On the other hand, malocclusion can be the result in a patient suffering from TMJ pain with signs of internal derangement [21]. Patients that have history of TMD are more likely to relapse with any occlusal change [22]: they are border line patients with a very small range of tolerance.

So how do we record an ideal mandibular-maxillary relation? Dentists have been, for quite some time, using bites or other strategies to distract the CNS from knowing where the mandible lays in order to relax muscles and record a better working Centric. Avoiding inter-arch tooth contact, interrupts most if not all, the afferent stimuli from the periodontal ligaments to the CNS. This is usually done with occlusal wax, even if there are other very effective methods such as the Aqualizer® [23]. As a response, the CNS does not act peripherally on the muscles of mandibular posture. Muscles do relax and a new mandibular rest position is obtained: a deconditioned rest position (RP). Recording this rest position by means of intra-oral silicone will give us an ideal mandibular-maxilla relationship, but will not show us the ideal mandibular trajectory to CO. For this reason, neuromuscular dentists use a low frequency Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulator (TENS) that helps relax muscles during afferent stimuli interruption. When adequately adjusted to pulse at higher output, this device will create a mandibular movement on a neuromuscular trajectory [10, 11, 24-26]. This can be easily visualized via the CMS that can calculate the ideal path of closure to a new CO, Fig 1. There is no better way to test if muscles are relaxed than that of surface electromyography, Fig. 2. A new CO is calculated at about 2 mm. vertical from rest position on the neuromuscular trajectory. This new centric occlusion is called the Myocentric and is certainly the best static interpretation of a functional occlusion [27]. It should be used as our primary objective for final occlusion.

Conclusions
Defining and achieving a final dental occlusion for our patients is the key factor we base our treatment plans on. Functional analysis plays an important role for the identification of a neuromuscular relationship of the jaws and should be taken in consideration for complex rehabilitations and orthodontic cases with TMJ dysfunction.

This procedure takes some effort and time, therefore patient selection in not an option. These modern technical procedures have disclosed precious information for the comprehension of dental occlusion and function of the stomatognathic system. A functional occlusion respects the ideal function of muscles-TMJ and teeth without any exception. It is the result of a functional analysis and not the calculus of Cephalometrics.
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